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The July 251 19681 Committee Report to the President

listed four fronts on which the University ought to deal with the

urban crisis in general and local neighborhood needs in

particular:

To develop relevant agendas in all schools and
colleges on a university-wide basis.

2. To link the University's knowledge development
function to the solving of important neighborhood
and urban problems.

3. To revise recruitment and the reward system to
bring "action intellectuals" into the University.

4. To place responsibility for university-wide plan-
ning and coordination in specified central admin-
istration hands and decentralized responsibility
for planning and implementation within the colleges
and schools with each of the deans.

The President later asked the Committee to suggest proce-

dures to implement these four policy recommendations. This

memorandum is a first attempt to develop such procedures.



A Presidential Directive

It is suggested that the President issue a directive to the

entire University reviewing Temple's present commitment and

requesting all members of the University to devise new and ex-

panded ways of fulfilling the urban mission. This document assumes

throughout that the place and function of students in this process will

follow whatever pattern emerges in regard to student participation

in University affairs.

Vice Presidents and deans would be asked to review their

present urban objectives and develop new and revised objectives in

this area. This should describe how new objectives relate to exist-

ing educational programs. research activities, faculty development

and community problem-solving.

The Vice President for Planning should determine capability

for relating the University to neighborhood needs and procedures

for carrying out various programs

Q!"~~~~~ion for the Urban Mission

.l~ Development of an Information System: To carry out

its mission. the University must analyze its human resources.

programs. agencies and institutions. relationships with external

persons and the range of present and developing problems and needs

The Vice President for Planning and his subordinate, the Associate

Vice President for Urban Affairs, should be made responsible for
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developing an information system to present these data in continuing

fashion. This would provide the basis for evaluation of urban efforts,

planning and administration.

Any University person planning a new activity relating to the

neighborhood or urban situation would report this and the Office of

Urban Affairs would continually organize and disseminate informa-

tion of this nature for best evaluation and coordination of activities

2 The Urban Program Council: Each dean should name a

representative to this group. chaired by the Associate Vice President

for Urban Affairs, to facilitate planning, deliberation and coordina-

tion. This representative would assist his dean in urban programs

planning and coordination and represent the dean on the council.

Personnel for the Urban Mission

Each dean is requested to discuss modified recruitment and

reward systems in presenting his revised urban objectives. Ways

must be developed to include the intellectually urban-oriented faculty

in the life of the department to insure a varied faculty. Each member

of the faculty must take the responsibility of enriching others in his

special areas of competence, and deans and departl1lent chairmen

must strive to blend faculty and points of view to mutual benefit.
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_Priority Gui~el!nes-

Two kinds of priority must be considered those related to

the institution alone and those coming from the larger society,

particularly urban institutions and surrounding neighborhoods

It. is proposed we give priorities that concern deans and

faculty in this order:

1. Urban activities that extend existing teaching and

research programs

2. Urban activities that increase the educational

effectiveness of our teaching programs. such as

tutoring in slum schools for College of Education

graduates

3. New programs that relate to our research programs

and interests.

4. New activities that are unrelated to either tea dling

or research prograD1s.

It is proposed we give priorities related to University re-

sources in this order:

1. Activities that do not require additional resources in

dollars, people or building

2. Activities that require modest expenditures but no

new personnel or capital outlay.
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Activities that require additional funds and personnel3

but no capital outlay

Activities that require additional funds. personnel and4

capital expenditures

Balanced against these two internal criteria lists it is pro-

posed we weigh external opportunities in this order:

Activities that promote and enhance orderly functioning

of the University without additional fiscal or capital

outlay.

2 Activities that improve human relationships and require

only fiscal expenditure.

3 Activities that improve human relationships and require

both fiscal and capital outlay

Activities that promote prestige and reputation at the4

regional or national level

In short, we are proposing a priority ranking system that

relates internal values and needs of the University to outside oppor-

tunities in such a way as to minimize expenditures and ma '~mize

effectiveness in a number of directions at the same time. Program

budgetirg procedures can be helpful in relating the priority system

to the budgeting system.


